
Pesky Pirates!
Who Are Pirates?
A pirate is someone who 
attacks or robs ships. 

What Did Pirates Steal?
We know that pirates liked 
to steal gold and silver.

In the past, pirates also stole 
food, candles, soap, spices, cocoa, cotton, wood and cannons. 

Famous Pirates
Edward Teach was the most famous pirate ever.

He was known as ‘Blackbeard’ because of his thick black beard.

He had a wooden peg leg.

Food
Dried beans
Hardtack biscuits

Did You Know?
The skull and crossbones 
flag is called the Jolly 

Roger.

Drink
Beer Rum Grog
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Questions
1. What does a pirate do? Tick one.  

   A pirate teaches children.
   A pirate works on land.
   A pirate robs or attacks ships.

2. Tick two things that pirates used to steal. 

   wood
   animals
   food

3. What was the other name for the pirate Edward Teach? Tick one.  

   Blackleg
   Blackbeard
   Blackhand

4. What did pirates drink? Tick one answer. 

   beer, rum and milk
   cola, beer and rum
   beer, rum and grog

5. What is the flag on a pirate ship called? Tick one. 

   The Jolly Sailor
   The Jolly Roger
   The Jolly Pirate 
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Answers
1. What does a pirate do? Tick one.  

   A pirate teaches children.
   A pirate works on land.
   A pirate robs or attacks ships.

2. Tick two things that pirates used to steal. 

   wood
   animals
   food

3. What was the other name for the pirate Edward Teach? Tick one.  

   Blackleg
   Blackbeard
   Blackhand

4. What did pirates drink? Tick one answer. 

   beer, rum and milk
   cola, beer and rum
   beer, rum and grog

5. What is the flag on a pirate ship called? Tick one. 

   The Jolly Sailor
   The Jolly Roger
   The Jolly Pirate 
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